• Superior sealability by utilization of a two-piece parallel expanding gate.
The M&J Compact Expanding Gate Valve will trap pressure in the valve body cavity when the valve is in the closed position. High internal pressures can result from thermal expansion. To protect the valve from overpressure, the valve is provided with upstream relief piping which relieves excess body pressure to the upstream side of the valve.
Double Block and Bleed high sealing forces between the gate and seat faces of both the upstream and downstream seats D OU B lE B lOCk AN D B lE E D
The mechanical sealing performance of the M&J Compact Expanding Gate Valve makes it ideal for critical double block and bleed applications. The expanding gate provides high sealing forces between the gate and seat faces of both the upstream and downstream seats. In addition, the unique dual seal element (elastomer and plastic) design embedded in the metal seat insures sealing at all pressures while being resistant to damage and wear.
With this combination there is no leakage into the body from upstream or downstream, providing a demonstrable positive seal.
PR E S S U R E GAU G E S EATI N G
The widely accepted "Pressure Gauge Seating Method" for proof of double block and bleed can be utilized with the Compact Expanding Gate Valve. At closing, the gate and segment expand compressing the seats and thereby increasing the volume between the gate and segment.
This increase in volume reduces the pressure trapped in the body to a pressure less than initial line pressure.
This feature can be incorporated into the upstream relief piping assembly to continually monitor block and bleed performance.
lON G S EAT lI FE
Extended seat/seal life is provided because the gate & segment are retracted/collapsed during opening and closing, minimizing drag on the seat and subsequent wear.
STE M FEATU R E S
The stem seal design utilizes pressure rings to insure sealing integrity. The packing box seal configuration is a lantern ring design (two sets of seals separated by a lantern ring). The lantern ring allows emergency bulk packing injection between the chevron seals in the event of a stem leak.
I N lI N E R E PAI R / MAI NTE NAN CE
Valves are top entry and all internal components may be removed, repaired and installed without removing the body from the line. 
S E RvI CE
Every product sold by SPX is supported by our full staff. This staff is available to provide you with technical advice, backup documentation, spare parts and repair services, either in the plant or the field. Our well trained and experienced field service staff stands ready to support you and our products around the world.
NAM E PlATE DATA
Nameplates on M&J Compact Expanding Gate Valves provide all of the necessary information to identify the valve when contacting the factory for spares or assistance. 
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